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Certification of Sonologists

Who Should be Doing This?
Even as the government is battling Sex
Determination on several fronts
questions are being asked on who should
decide the eligibility of those
operating sonography
machines.

government of registered ultrasound
centers in Rajasthan. It also lists the
names of institutes and individuals who

During the State Advisory
Committee meeting held on
May 12, 2009 at the
Directorate of Health and
Family Welfare, Jaipur
members felt that no person
should be made eligible for
registration under the
PCPNDT Act on the basis of
an attendance certificate
acquired from individual
doctors or unauthorized
medical institutions. And that
a certificate of training and
experience authenticated by a
recognized medical institution should be
the criteria for registration.

have been distributing such attendance
certificates.

Presently…

Centre's opinion sought

At present medical institutes, including
colleges and hospitals, and private
practitioners in Rajasthan are giving
training and experience certificates to
those wanting to register his/her
ultrasound centre and operate under the
PCPNDT Act. This is borne out by a
survey conducted by the state

Dr. M L Jain, Director, Family Welfare,
Government of Rajasthan suggested that
this matter be forwarded to the Ministry
of Health and Family Welfare,
Government of India, to decide who
should authorize those seeking
registration under the PCPNDT Act to
use an ultrasound machine. q

While addressing the a meeting of
members of the State Supervisory Board
that had been convened to take stock of
the action being initiated against erring
ultrasound centers the Health Minister,
Sh. Aimaduddin Ahmed Khan (Durru
Miyan), urged concerned Appropriate
Authorities and the PCPNDT
Coordinators to take responsibility if any
doctor is caught red handed in their area.
And stop malpractices that are blatantly
flaunting the law.
He said that action should also be
initiated against the Appropriate
Authority and the PCPNDT Coordinator
if they failed to clarify their stand and
were proven guilty.

Clarifying the Issue…
Sh. Premkrishna Sharma, Advocate,
Supreme Court - “The PCPNDT Act
defines a sonologist as a person who
possesses any one of the medical
qualifications recognized under the
Indian Medical Council Act-1956 or
one who possesses a post graduate
qualification in ultra sonography,
imaging techniques or radiology. “The
Act in its schedules also lists the

Health Minister Calls
for Decisive Action

universities and institutions recognized
for the purposes of granting degrees.
Therefore, in my opinion no other person
or unrecognized institution can grant a
certificate for performing the functions
of a sonologist. And any person
connected with them is also liable to be
penalized under Section 23 of the
PCPNDT Act under Section 420 of the
Indian Penal Code”.

Referring to the 44 ultrasound centres
that were found closed during the survey
conducted by the State PCPNDT Cell
and the 242 centres who refused to
cooperate or provide any information
during the survey he asked that sterner
action to be taken against them.
Probe ordered
Given the fact that “illegal” certificates
were given to doctors in the past, the
Minister also ordered a probe of these
registrations. While doing so he said that
society, doctors and officials were well
aware of which ultrasound centers were
conducting Sex Determination tests. q
Dr. Narendra Gupta, Secretary
Prayas - “Sonography requires
specialized knowledge but presently
anybody who has a certificate of a
year's experience from a doctor who
has been doing sonography is eligible
to be a sonologist. This has resulted in
a mushrooming of sonography
machines legally, especially because
there is a huge demand for Sex
Determination tests. If Government is
concerned about the declining child
Continued on page 2
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Districts Gear Up

From Mere Rhetoric to Action
The Health Minister's appeal to implementers for action against those violating the PCPNDT Act was indeed timely
because violations are being blatantly committed with the full knowledge of society. Barring a few exceptions like
Karauli and Alwar districts no consistent action is being taken by the Appropriate Authorities.
Clinics sealed in Alwar

Karauli takes action

In Alwar the District Collector, Sh. Kunji
Lal Meena, said, “I pay a lot of attention
to the action plan which is put before me
by the PCPNDT Coordinator and also
monitor its execution.

In Karauli, the district administration has
come down heavily on erring clinics and
served show cause notices to several of
them for violations that included:
inappropriate training and experience
certificates. Incomplete Form-F and the
use of ultrasound machines by
unqualified persons. And failure to
intimate the District Appropriate
Authority about any changes in the
performing doctor, address or ownership
of the clinic.

Over the last
two months 22
ultrasound
centres in Alwar
district have
been inspected
by the CMHO
and District
Advisory
Committee
members. This
Sh. Kunji Lal Meena
was done after
numerous complaints were received
about the violation of the PCPNDT Act.
Violations
The inspection team found that six
ultrasound centers that were on the
official records were no longer
functional. But none of them had
informed the District Appropriate
Authority about the status of their
ultrasound machines.
They also found a couple of ultrasound
centers that were not submitting their
Form-F on the pretext that their machines
at the centers were not being used for
conducting pre-natal tests and one clinic
in which the ultrasound machine was
being used in the absence of an
authorized doctor.
Action initiated
Consequent to this notices were served to
16 centers for violations and the clinics
have been instructed to adhere to rules.
Meanwhile, Madhuri Sonography was
sealed on August 4, 2009 because an
unauthorized person was operating its
ultrasound machine. q

While doing so they were also instructed
to practice within the guidelines set by
the PCPNDT Act. But when the clinics
made no effort to comply with the orders,
the District Collector Sh. Niraj K Pawan,
constituted a team comprising of the
CMHO, PCPNDT Coordinator and the
Advisory Committee members to reinspect the clinics.
Registration suspended
The team inspected all the clinics in the
district and on July 20, 2009, it suspended
the registration of nine ultrasound centers
and cancelled the registration of three
other for serious violations.
Continued from page1

Clarifying the Issue…
sex ratio the first step should be a
revision of the qualifications needed to
be a sonologist. Only persons who
have a MBBS degree and at least a
diploma in sonology, radiography or
radio-diagnosis should be permitted to
carry out sonography. This restriction
will also reduce the number of
sonography machines. Today there are
far more machines in India then are
required as per epidemiological
norms”.
Dr. Sharad Iyengar, Pediatrician “The Central Government is presently

Sh. Niraj K Pawan

Prior to this,
registration of four
other ultrasound
centers including one
government owned Community Health
Centre - was
cancelled. All the
ultrasound machines
have since been
sealed and are kept

inside the clinics.
Appeal
Of the 16 ultrasound clinics against
whom action was initiated five have
appealed to the State Appropriate
Authority against the action taken by the
District Collector.
Speaking to CFAR the District Collector
said, “Presently only one ultrasound
machine is functioning in the district and
it is at the General Hospital, Karuali,
which was abiding by the rules. Our next
action depends on the order from the
State Appropriate Authority. The order
will come shortly". q
Note: The Newsletter will continue to follow-up
this story

engaged in formulating guidelines for
the training and qualifications
required for those wanting to be
sonologist. But it goes without saying
that "medical expertise" for
conducting ultrasound must come
from a systematic training process that
adheres to certain set standards. “For
starters all radiologists must be put
through practical tests to assess their
skills in performing the commonest
ultrasound. And if a practitioner
holding a "certificate" cannot pass
those tests, he/she could be debarred
from operating an ultrasound
machine”. q
Note: The Newsletter welcomes comments
from our readers on this issue.
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Inter-State Action Required

Sex Determination Knows No Borders
Nowhere is this more evident that in in Palanpur, which is located in
Banaskatha district of Gujarat on the Rajasthan border.
DC expresses concern
Voicing his deep concern over the easy
access that is available to those seeking
Sex Determination tests, Sh. R. J. Patel,
District Collector, Banaskatha (Palanpur)
told representatives of SARD, Reodar
and CFAR that many families were going
to Dhanera area of the district for Sex
Determination and that he suspected the
situation in Disa and Palanpur areas was
equally bad.
He added that Palanpur alone had 116
registered ultrasound centres and that the
department had received a large number
of applications for registration under the
PCPNDT Act.
Field work reveals...
Field work done by Brij Mohan Sharma
from the NGO SARD in Banaskatha
(Palanpur) district of Gujarat - a
neighboring district of Sirohi and Jalore
in Rajasthan - has revealed that there are
Questioning reopening of clinics
 Dr. Vineet Nahar, President, IMA,
Bhilwara, has decided to constitute a
committee to investigate the re-opening
of some ultrasound clinics by the
CMHO's office even though they had
violated the provisions and rules of the
PCPNDT Act in 2007. He has also
expressed concern over the fact that
fewer girls were born in Mandalgarh
Panchayat Samiti in 2009, according to
ICDS data.
***
Piquant situation
 The challenge of jurisdiction is making
it difficult for the Health Department in
Bhilwara to inspect Mahesh Nursing
Home which is located on the border of
Devli Tehsil in Tonk and Jahajpur Tehsil
in Bhilwara district. This is because the
clinic comes under the jurisdiction of
Bhilwara district even though its

over a hundred registered ultrasound
centres in Palanpur and that families

because there is no monitoring
mechanism whatsoever.
NGO support sought
While providing these details the District
Collector called for the identification of
unregistered ultrasound clinics and the
initiation of action against them.

Sh. R. J. Patel
Child Sex Ratio in urban areas
Gujarat
837
Rajasthan
887
Banaskantha
818
Sirohi
847
Source: 2001 Census

from Sirohi and Jalore who want to avail
of Sex Determination tests go there

In Brief ...
registration has been given by the
CMHO, Tonk district under the PCPNDT
Act.
***
Setting an example
 Budana, a Nirmal village in Jhujhunu
has come out strongly against Sex
Determination. According to the
Sarpanch of Budana Gram Panchayat,
Sh. Dilip Krishania, women in this
village don't go for Sex Determination.
Figures collected from the ANM
revealed that 19 girls and 16 boys were
born between January and June 2009 in
Budana village.
***
Inspections affected
 No Advisory Committee meeting has
taken place in Barmer district in the last
12 months though the intervening period

A d d i n g , " I u rg e c i v i l s o c i e t y
organizations working in Gujarat to take
up this issue and join hands with the
Health Department against Sex
Determination. We need the support of
NGOs to monitor malpractice because of
the large number of ultrasound machines
in Palanpur”.
The District Collector has asked SARD
and CFAR to call a meeting jointly with
the Health Department for the owners
and operators of ultrasound clinics in
Banaskatha (Palanpur) district in order to
educate them about the provisions and
rules of the PCPDNT Act. q
between any two meetings of the
Committee should not exceed 60 days.
S h . A d u r a m M e g h w a l , M e m b e r,
Advisory Committee, Barmer said that,
“This is impacting the routine inspection
of clinics”.
***
New Advisory Committees on the anvil
 Following the recent general election
Advisory Committees constituted under
the PCPNDT Act at the district and sub
district level across the state of Rajasthan
have been dissolved by the State
Government. CMHOs are presently
identifying and screening active
members for induction in the new
committees. Meanwhile, NGO
representatives have expressed their
concern over the sudden dissolution of
the committees. They pointed out that at
most places the members had not even
completed their term of three years.
***
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Creating Awareness on the Girl Child

Communities Showcase their Concern
An oath was taken by the women of
Dantrai village, led by the Sarpanch,
Smt. Dhapu Devi against the practice of
Sex Determination.
The junior national athlete Bhagwati
Meghwal of Nagani village told the
audience at the closing ceremony that
she was proud of being a girl and urged
the parents to give equal opportunities to
their daughters in every aspects of life.
These were some of the highlights of the
five day pad yatra hosted by SARD,
Reodar in Sirohi district in June 2009.
The yatra which commenced in Nimbaz
village traveled through twelve villages
of Reodar bloc before culminating in
Reodar village.

accompanied the
Yatra team to the next
village. Over 1800
community members
including VHSC
members and elected
representatives from
across the twelve
villages accompanied
the yatra team.
Breaking the silence

The Yatra revealed
that people in these
villages were well
aware of the practice Villagers in Amarapura place hand impressions on the campaign banner
of Sex Determination
but few among them were willing to
ratio and wanted to know how many girl
admit that it was
children there were in their village.
happening in their village.
Sh. Bhawani Singh, former Sarpanch,
In Jiraval and Dantrai
Nimbaz spoke of how, “the yatra brought
there was quiet
all the villagers together and made us
r e c o g n i t i o n o f t h e rethink about why the number of girl
p r o b l e m a n d t h e child is decreasing in our villages. It has
realization that something alerted people on the issue of Sex
needed to be done about Determination and involved them in
the skewered child sex activities that seek their greater
ratio.
participation. Be it awareness building
The yatra received huge or saying no to a practice like Sex
support from the people Determination.”
though
there was ample Others who were present at the ceremony
Yatra in Nimbaz village led by the Sarpanch
evidence that preference included Smt. Padma Kunwar, Pradhan,
Huge support
for a male child in both the villages was Reodar and Sh. Dunger Singh Choudhry,
traditionally
high.
BDO, Sh. Manaram Purohit, former
The yatra received huge support from the
villagers both in cash and kind. Villagers In Anapur, people raised questions on the Sarpanch Reodar and Smt. Dhapu Devi,
voluntarily made small donations and prevailing imbalance in the child sex Sarpanch, Dantrai. q

A Rally to Educate Youth About Sex Determination
Bhilwara witnessed an event of
another kind when over 400 boys from
Senior Secondary High School in
Bhilwara came together to express
their solidarity against the practice of
Sex Determination and Sex Selection.
The rally was organized by Bal Va
Mahila Chetna Samiti in July 2009.
It was flagged off by Sh. Pukhraj Sen,
Additional District Magistrate and Sh.
Dinesh Sharma, Sub-Divisional
Officers and Sh. Jagadish Prasad Jat,

Principal, Senior Secondary High
School, Rajendra Marg.

Students lead the rally in Bhilwara

Sh. Pukhraj Sen, ADM, Bhilwara
said, "Such rallies should be held in
many more villages. They will
definitely give momentum to the
efforts being made to educate youth
about Sex Determination and the
gender discrimination. I also appeal
to concerned officials to extend
support to this laudable initiative". q
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Soul Searching by Community Representatives

VHSCs Strengthening Collaborations
VHSC members from the intervention
villages in Barmer and Jaisalmer district
including ANMs, ASHA Sahyognis,
teachers, postmasters and
elected representatives came
together in July 2009 for a day
long workshop to discuss the
declining child sex ratio
because of the practice of Sex
Determination. And to
understand the reasons for
gender disparities and the
mindsets they were
confronting.

threw up several suggestions on how the
life of a girl child could be bettered and
highlighted the exceptions. Jada Devi,

Call for watchdog committees
Sh. Chetanram former Sarpanch,
Marudi, Barmer suggested that
every village should have a
watchdog committee to
discourage families from
accessing ultrasound machines
for wrong reasons.

Sharing concerns
While sharing their concerns in
Barmer participants spoke of
how women are forced to
produce many children in a
desire for a son at the cost of
their health and that girl child neglect is
seen everywhere in the villages. Girls are
also not sent to schools; they are denied
basic health services and are married off
at an early age because parents want to
lessen the burden of caring for them.
Throwing up suggestions
The Jaisalmer workshop meanwhile

Delegates at the workshop in Barmer

Anganwadi worker of village Narsingon
ki Dhani, Jaisalmer said that the
government should open girls' school up
to 10th standard at the Gram Panchayat
level. She mentioned that boys after
completing 8th standard somehow
manage to go to schools that were not
close to their villages but girls find it
difficult to do so. Even parents don't

Audit in Progress...
As part of its intervention CFAR has
been auditing Form-F received from
six intervention districts of Rajasthan.
This is being done for every alternative
month beginning from January 2009.
These forms have been received from
the respective CMHO office through

support daughters who want to continue
their studies due to several reasons. One
of course is money and the second is
pressure from society. She added
there are four girls in my village
who are working under NREGA
and also appearing for class 10
examinations as private
candidates.

the filing of RTI. Over 18 thousand
Form-F have been received so far
and entries of over 15 thousand Form-F
have been completed. The purpose
of the audit is to monitor the functioning
of the clinics and identify any
loopholes. q

Month
January 09
March 09
May 09
District
Form-F Received Form-F Received Form-F Received
Alwar
1759
2148
Barmer
657
648
769
Bhilwara
2077
2611
2577
Sirohi
513
458
530
Jaisalmer
195
251
277
Jhunjhunu
1044
1629
Forms-F from Alwar and Jhunjhunu districts are presently being processed

Total
3907
2074
7265
1501
723
2673

Sh. Rana Ram, former
Wardpanch, Devikot Gram
Panchayat, Jaisalmer spoke of
how ultrasound machines were being
used only for profit making. He said there
were instances where families were told
that it's a girl but somehow they didn't
abort and found that it was a male child.
And in some cases girls were born
despite the assurance from the ultrasound
clinic that it is a male child. q

Taking Girls to
Schools...
BMCS has linked 80 girls from six
villages of Hamirgarh bloc with primary
schools in Bhilwara under the Ling
Jaanch Ka Prabhav Bachchiyon Ka
Abhav campaign.
Similarly, 76 girls in the age group 6 to 9
from four villages of Umrain bloc were
enrolled in governmental schools in
Alwar district with the help of MMSVS.
Smt. Asha Sharma of the Government
Primary School, Iras, in Bhilwara felt this
initiate would help to minimize
discrimination against the girl child. She
added that several government schemes
were not reaching the girl child in
villages. q
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Another Ultrasound Machine Sealed

For the First Time in Sirohi

As per the records permission was given
to Dr. Rajender Chauhan to operate the
ultrasound machine but he was found to
be practicing in Rajendra Hospital in
Pindwara, in Sirohi district.

Even as the Health Minister called for a
probe into the registration certificates
that had been given to doctors in the past
to operate sonography machines, another
violation on this score was detected
during a visit by Advisory Committee
members and representative of the NGO
SARD, Reodar and CFAR to check if the
Amar Jyoti Sonography and X-Ray Lab
was adhering to the provisions and rules
of the PCPNDT Act. To their surprise the
team found a large number of pregnant
women waiting to be tested and the
ultrasound machine being operated by an
unidentified and unqualified person.
Clearly, even basic rules were being
blatantly bypassed.

informed of the team's visit he sent a
letter to the District Collector in which he
acknowledged the fact that he had been

Dr. Sanjeev Tank, CHMO is seen checking the
clinic’s records prior to its sealing

According to Rule 13 of the PCPNDT
Act, every ultrasound clinic is required to
intimate changes of employee, place,
address and equipment installed, to the
Appropriate Authority within a period of
thirty days of such change.

CMHO takes firm stand

given permission to conduct sonography
tests at the Amar Jyoti Sonography and
X-Ray Lab but added that in his absence
the ultrasound machine Compusan,
modal no.4500 ATL was being misused
by some unidentified person. Given this
situation he asked that his name be
withdrawn as the performing doctor at
Amar Jyoti Sonography and X-Ray Lab
with immediate effect.

This incident in Sirohi has revealed how
this rule was blatantly violated. The
doctor authorized to operate the
ultrasound machine was practicing at
another clinic and this machine was
being used by some unauthorized person.
Clearly there is a need to give more teeth
to the law because implementing
authorities often ignore such offences
and the clinics show negligence to such
rules. q

Media Watch...

as saying, “This is not to make money but
to talk about the issue of gender bias
which is plaguing our society.” He added
that under the scheme, which is the
brainchild of the Chief Minister, Sh. Prem
Kumar Dhumal, guests will in addition to
the concession on room rent be offered a
third night's stay free of cost . “This shall
be treated as a gift from the daughter to
the parents”.

When Dr. Rajender Chauhan was
Going by news reports, Rajasthan's
neighbors are vying with each other to
save the girl child.
According to a report “Ladliyon Per
Barsi Lakshmi”, which appeared in the
Virat Vaibhav on June 3, 2009, the
Madhya Pradesh Government has
launched a Abhinav Ladli Lakshmi
Yojana under which girls will be
beneficiaries even if the parents do not
practice family planning, which was an
earlier criteria. Access to the scheme,
which was launched in June 2008 has
been made easier and an estimated
2,50,000 girls have benefitted from it.
Meanwhile the Government of Himachal
Pradesh in a “unique initiative to spread
awareness about the girl child and make
parents proud of them”, has announced
that visitors to Shimla and other tourist
places will be able to avail of a flat 30%
discount if they have a daughter. The
offer can be availed of between

Commenting on the sealing, Dr. Sanjeev
Tank said that, “It is important that those
who are legally authorized to use
ultrasound machines function within set
parameters and refrain from violating
any of the rules”.
What this incident revealed?

Courtesy Times of India

Using Section 20 of the PCPNDT Act the
Dr. Sanjeev Tank, CMHO along with
Advisory Committee members Sh.
Mahavir Jain, Sh. Kantilal, and activist
Smt. Sudha Saxena immediately rushed
to the clinic with the NGOs and
suspended its registration. The
ultrasound machine was also sealed.

CMHO on sealing

September 1-10 in all 57 Himachal
Pradesh tourist hotels.
In its report, “Visiting HP? Take daughter
along to get a 30% discount” the Times
of India, August 8, 2009, the Managing
Director of HP Tourism Development
Corporation, Subhasish Panda, is quoted

On a more personal note, the Times of
India, June 9, 2009, reported how a Koli
Patel family in Bhavnagar is celebrating
the birth of triplets - all girls to their
daughter-in-law Bharti Mer and son
Harish. The report, “Girl triplets bring
cheer to family” quotes Bharti's motherin-law Poori Mer as saying,
“Discriminating against the girl child is a
thing of the past. Society has suffered
enough because of such beliefs. Girls are
fewer and it has become a curse. These
girls are a blessing for our family”. q
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Refresher Training Workshop

Restrategising the Issue
CFAR and its implementing NGOs
organized a series of Refresher Training
Workshops across the six intervention
districts of Rajasthan during May and
June 2009. The purpose being to enable
concerned stakeholders to jointly take

Evam Shodh Sansthan, Shri Ganganagar
said, " The knowledge I gained from the
workshop enabled me to disseminate the
law during the training of ASHA
Sahyoginis in my district. This was my
first experience of participating in such a
workshop. I found it very
useful”.
These workshops have
meanwhile gone a long way
in helping to strengthen
relations between the District
PCPNDT Cell and
implementing NGOs and
motivate stakeholders to
participate in the process.
NGOs on girl child
Community based
organizations are expressing a
desire to include the issue of
declining child sex ratio and the
implementation of the PCPNDT Act in
their institutional agenda and begin their
work on the Act in their districts. While
elected representatives are wanting to
mobilize their communities and initiate
activities at the village level to raise the
status of the girl child.

CMHO (centre) and the District Advisory Committee
members at the workshop in Alwar

stock and redefine their role in centrestaging the issue of the girl child,
addressing the declining child sex ratio,
curbing the misuse of ultrasound
machines and ensuring adherence to the
implementation of the PCPNDT Act at
the district level.
As Sh. Patram Godra, Mamta Punarvas

Celebrating the Girl Child
Twenty-five women and their new born
baby girls were felicitated in a first ever
initiative to celebrate the birth of girl
child at the M. G. Hospital in Bhilwara.
Each woman was presented with a
certificate of appreciation and a sapling
to symbolize the care and protection a girl
child would give to society if she were
allowed to live and grow.
D r. S u s h i l a J a i n , w e l l k n o w n
gynecologist said, “I have been
practicing for the last 25 years but have
never came across such an effort to
encourage mothers when they give birth
to daughters”.
The young mothers, from both urban and
rural settings, were overwhelmed by the
felicitation organized by the NGO,
BMCS and the CMHO's office. Many of

Advisory Committee
At another level NGOs are realizing that
Advisory Committee members have the
potential for playing a critical role in
regulating malpractices in the districts
and are asking committees to partner
with them and become conscience
keepers of the issue. Smt. Sachi Arya,
member Advisory Committee, Alwar,
saw this demand from the NGOs to as, “a
positive sign”. Adding that it means,
“NGOs are not in a compromising mood
and want to be informed about the
developments within the Advisory
Committee meetings".
Public private partnership
The health, education and other
departments are meanwhile asking
NGOs across the districts to support and
give wider publicity of schemes related
to the girl child.
NGOs from Sikar, Churu, Nagour,
Jodhpur, Pali, Jalore, Jaipur, Tonk,
Chittorgarh, Ajmer, Rajsamand,
Udaipur, Dausa, Bharatpur, Ganganagar,
Hanumangarh, Barmer, Jaisalmer,
Jhunjhunu, Alwar, Bhilwara and Sirohi
participated in the workshops. q
CMHO, Bhilwara told the women, “I also
have two daughters but I never felt the

them said that the birth of a
daughter generally brings
taunts and criticism to the
mothers and that this was
the first time they had seen
women being felicitated on
the birth of a girl child.
M a n i s h a C h o u d h a r y,
Mother, Gandhinagar,
Bhilwar said, “My family
members are not very
pleased to have a girl child.
But I am really happy to see
that there are people who
give importance to the birth
of my daughter. It is really
encouraging for mothers like me who get
no support if a girl is born to them”.
Dr. Akhilesh Narayan Mathur, former

Mothers with their new born babies

need of having a son. Now we need
mothers to come forward and ensure that
their daughters don't face any discrimination in and outside the home". q
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Sahara Sting Operation Recalled

Activists Demand Action from Government
The urgent need to keep the issue of Sex
Determination in the public domain was
reiterated yet again at a meeting of
activists called under the leadership of
Dr. Pawan Surana, former Chairperson of
Rajasthan Women's Commission in
Jaipur on June 28, 2009 to ascertain the
status of the proceedings against doctors
who had been incriminated in the Sahara
sting operation.

were still not sensitive to the issue of Sex
Determination and that every effort

reinforced the need to re-energize the
campaign and bring it to the public
domain while adding that the newly
appointed Medical and Health Minister
and the Department of Medical and
Health appeared to be sensitive to the

Skewed numbers

The Sahara sting operation conducted in
2005 had shown over a 100 doctors
agreeing before hidden camera to
conduct sex selective abortions. This had
resulted in public outrage and demands
that they be brought to book.
Dr. Pawan Surana recalled how the
Rajasthan Medical Council (RMC), had
initially suspended some of the erring
doctors. But since then it had not only
renewed their licenses but also sent
letters of apology to them.

Data collected from anganwadi centres in Sam bloc of Jaisalmer district show that
18 boys and 11 girls were born across twelve intervention villages during June 2009.

She added, “The problem we face is that
interest groups are protecting those who
are at fault making it difficult for all of us
to execute the law”.

should be made to ensure that those who
violated the law are punished.

Activists felt that health functionaries

Kavita Srivastava, well known activist,

Readers Feedback

PCPNDT Cell - "The newsletter should
incorporate testimonies and case studies
of families going for Sex Determination
and also the efforts made by individual,
NGO and government department to
regulate such malpractices”.

Dr. Sushma Sharma, Professor, SMS
Medical College, Jaipur - "Some of the
news could focus on the issues that matter
to women. Presently the newsletter
highlights the work being done by NGOs
and government departments. Opinions
of influential stakeholders on the girl
child should also be included”.
Dr. Jal Singh, Health Manager, State

Dr. Shobhita Rajagopal, Associate
Professor, IDS, Jaipur - "I read your
newsletter with interest. It would be a
good idea to give a summary of
experiences - both positive and negative -

issue. She also voiced the hope that they
would make an effort to ensure the proper
implementation of the Act. q
of the first phase of the work done on the
ground. The background would help your
readers and also help to link on-going
activities".
Ms. Sujata Verma, Doosra Dashak,
Jaipur - “We received your newsletter
'Badlav Ki Or' and found it really good
and informative. We would like to get
more copies to send to the nine blocs in
Rajasthan where we work on education
for adolescents". q

Campaign Secretariat : Centre for Advocacy and Research
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